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General Disclaimer
This report bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by any
other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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INTRODUCTION
This manual outlines the procedures to collect data, poll the datalogger, and process the
data. The processed data is then used with a calibrated DOE-2 input file using statistical
graphing routines for the U.S.D.O.E. Forrestal Child Development Center. Appendix A contains
the data processing routines. Appendix B contains the final calibrated input file. Appendix C
contains processing and column merging routines. Appendix D contains the SAS graphical
routines. Appendix E contains a solar conversion routine that converts data collected at an 18
degree south facing tilt to global horizontal solar data. Appendix F contains information on the
channel tables for the loggers located at the Forrestal building and the Forrestal Child
Development Center.
Campbell Logger Polling Procedure
The following procedure outlines the Campbell 21X logger polling operations on the
personal computer. The Campbell datalogger records several channels of hourly data including
AC and DC power generation due to the photovoltaic system, solar radiation measured at a south
facing 18° tilt, ambient dry bulb temperature, and solar panel surface temperature. The data are
polled weekly by a personal computer and modem as shown below in Figure 1. The reader is
also referred to Bou-Saada and Haberl (1994) for a more detailed procedure on polling and
processing the Campbell data.
To poll the logger on Monday evening, move into the PC208 directory (IT IS STRONGLY
RECOMMENDED THAT THE POLLING TIME BE SET TO AFTER 12:00 A.M. AND
BEFORE 1:00 A.M. LOCAL SITE TIME ON TUESDAY MORNING TO A VOID MISSING
Energy Systems Laboratory Texas A&M University System
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RECORDS AND/OR MANUALLY HAVING TO EDIT THE FILE FOR THE PROPER
NUMBER OF RECORDS).
cd c:\PC208
telcom
The configuration files may be edited and/or checked for accuracy at this point (see PC208
documentation (Campbell 1993)). To poll the loggers:
forres/w
This batch script tells the program to call the Forrestal CDC logger when the pre-programmed
wakeup time in the configuration file is reached (directly after midnight on Tuesday morning),
polls the logger, and writes the data into a comma delineated datafile in the PC208 directory. A
complete manual of this procedure is documented in PlotCDC (Bou-Saada and Haberl 1994).
Screen Output
The following is an example of what is printed to the screen while PC208 is running:
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What Is Required to Process Campbell Data
On Tuesday morning:
ESC
(the ESC function allows the user to return to the DOC prompt). The data is now ready for
processing and plotting.
Output file
PC208 creates one output file for the site:
The raw datafile written by PC208 is:
FORRES.DAT
The data will be stored in Campbell's ASCII comma delineated format as seen in Figure 2. See
the site-specific channel table located in Appendix A for a detailed description of each field.
Figure 2 Contents of six hours of *.RAW datafile written by PC208.
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Create a sequential raw file in the \PLOTS\PROCESS directory:
where 907 is the site number for the Forrestal CDC. 94 is the year and xxx is the day of the year
that the data were polled (Tuesday).
Process the data files and plot:
The batch routine will format the raw data into a file readable by graphics utilities and then plots
summary graphs, plotcdc is the master batch routine that processes the data, 9 07 is the site
number, 94xxx is the data, and 90793001 is the channel table which formats the columnar data
with ARCHIVE.EXE. 90793001 is a permanent file and does not change names.
(IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO PERMANENTLY ARCHIVE THE *. RAW FILES
AND THE *.ACS FILES WEEKLY FOR FUTURE REFERENCE).
What is the polling routine doing?
The flowcharts in Figure 3 show the overall processing procedure. Figure 3 (a) is a
flowchart for the data processing during Eastern Standard time and Figure 3 (b) is a flowchart for
data processing during Eastern Daylight time.
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Figure 3 (a) Flowchart for Eastern Standard time processing and plotting.
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Figure 3 (b) Flowchart for Eastern Daylight Savings time processing and plotting.
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The Campbell 21X logger at the daycare center was polled weekly using the PC208
(Campbell 1993) communications package to produce a comma delimited raw file (A1). Bou-
Saada and Haberl (1994) contains instructions for polling the Campbell 21X data logger. A
master batch script PLOTCDC.BAT (B1). The batch script contains several other batch
subroutines, FOR_EST.BAT (B2) (during Eastern Standard Time) and FOR_EDT.BAT (B2)
(during Eastern Daylight Time) for the actual data processing, and *GRAPH.BAT (B3) and
*CHGRF.BAT (B4) to graph the data. The raw file was converted into a columnar ASCII data
file (A2) using RAW-DAT 1 (C1) and RAW-DAT2 (C2). A temperature conversion routine
TEMPCONV.AWK (C3) converted Celsius temperatures into Fahrenheit temperatures. During
daylight savings time, further processing was required. Three daylight savings conversion
routines were then used when applicable during daylight savings time DAYLIGHT.AWK (Ca),
2300.AWK (Cb), and DAYCORR.AWK (Cc). The resulting datafile became the ASCII datafile
shown in (A2). The data were then processed with ARCHIVE using channel table (A3), scanned
for missing data using MISSING.AWK to create the *.ACS (A4) datafile, and checked for
duplicate records using CHK_DUP.AWK (C4) to produce a standardized data file that was then
added to the LoanSTAR database. SUM.AWK (C5) was used to prepare the final file
SUMMARY.DAT (A5) that was used along with *WEEK.DAT (A6) and the Grapher software
to plot the data. *DATE.AWK (C6) updated the date every week for plotting. *CHGRF.AWK
(C7) copied the new date onto the grapher source files for plotting on the x-axis of each
inspection plot. Grapher was then run and the resulting inspection plots can be seen in D1 and
D2.
Several steps in addition to this were performed in order to convert the global solar data
measured at an 18° south facing tilt into global horizontal solar data and are described in Bou-
Saada (1994), however, the solar conversion routine is included in this volume. Weather data
was also extracted in order to pack a DOE-2 weather file as well as the extraction of the whole-
building electricity data that were used to calibrate the DOE-2 input file as is included in Bou-
Saada (1994).
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DOE-2 Input File
In order to simulate the case study building with DOE-2, an input file was developed for
the USDOE Child Development Center in Washington, D.C. The building is a four zone
modular building served by four separate HVAC systems. The input file incorporates all the
variables that were used for the LOADS, SYSTEMS, and PLANT sub-programs specific to the
building. An economics study was not performed and hence, the ECONOMICS sub-program
was omitted. For information on writing a DOE-2 input file, see LBL (1980; 1981; 1982; 1989;
1994). Detailed information on the building and how the model was calibrated to measured
whole building electricity data is provided in Bou-Saada (1994). The input file was specified to
produce an hourly output file from the PLANT sub-program which included whole-building
electricity and outdoor ambient temperature. Simulation was performed in conjunction with nine
months of measured weather conditions which include ambient dry bulb temperature, relative
humidity, peak wind speed, and global horizontal solar radiation data packed onto an existing
Typical Reference Year (TRY 1983) weather tape. The weather data packing procedure may be
found in Bronson (1992b). The simulated hourly data were compared to hourly measured data
using graphical processing routines described in later sections. The final calibrated DOE-2 input
file is included in Appendix B.
Data Processing Routines
All the routines introduced in this section and marked within parentheses may be found in
Appendix C. Once a DOE-2 input file has been run without errors, it can be calibrated by
specifying an hourly output file from any of the four sub-routines (LOADS, SYSTEMS, PLANT,
and ECONOMICS). In the case of the Child Development Center's processing procedure, as
shown in Figure 4, the most useful hourly output report contained two variables that were
reported from the PLANT sub-program, the DOE-2 simulated whole-building electricity and the
outdoor ambient temperature which is read from the site specific packed weather file. The DOE-
2 output file was transferred to a UNIX operating system using the file transfer protocol (ftp) for
processing due to the hourly datafile's large size. On the UNIX system, a special batch script,
MERGE (1), was developed to operate a series of processing routines including those developed
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Figure 4 DOE-2 Processing Procedure.
by Bronson (1992a; 1992b) and those developed for this research Bou-Saada (1994). The first
routine of the batch script is an existing AWK (Aho 1988) routine, RAWEXTR (Bronson 1992a;
1992b), that extracts the data from the hourly DOE-2 file format and removes the headers and
footers from daily reports that each contain 24 individual hours of data. The AWK script merges
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each 24 hour period into a contiguous datafile that still must be processed further. Another
AWK script, OUT_PROC (Bronson 1992a; 1992b), then calculates a decimal date beginning
from 1980, removes the daylight savings shift, and writes the data into a columnar datafile.
The MERGE (1) script then uses PVSUM (2) to add the photovoltaic power from the
building's roof mounted solar panels to the whole-building electricity load, thus representing the
power that the building actually consumes. The measured and DOE-2 simulated data are then
combined into one columnar datafile using an AWK routine for use with SAS plotting routines
described in the next section. When the combined datafile is produced, MISSING (Sparks et al.
1992) fills in missing data with "-99" until the end of the year is reached if less than one year is
being simulated. This is necessary because the particular SAS routine used here requires a full
year of data for the three-dimensional plots.
To run the MERGE (1) processing batch script, edit the file and insert the DOE-2 output
filename on the third line, save the script and exit. Then on the command line type merge. All
commands used for this processing are case sensitive when running on the UNIX operating
system. Therefore, the command must be typed in lower case letters.
A separate AWK script (WEEK), developed by Abbas (1993), is used to bin the data by
week so that it may be used with the 52-week box-whisker-mean routines described in the next
section. To run the WEEK routine from the UNIX command line, type:
with plant.dat being the datafile that contains the measured and simulated data and plantwk.dat
being the same file that was binned by the week of the simulation period.
Another AWK script, WD_WE_SEP (3), was developed that divides the data into
weekday and weekend datafiles to be used with the SAS routines described later. To run the
routine from the UNIX command line, type:
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where # requires an alphanumeric number for the day of the week that January 1 of the
simulation period begins (SUN=0, MON=1, TUE=2, WED=3, THU=4, FRI=5, SAT=6). For
example, the simulation for this research took place in 1993. Therefore, January 1, which was a
Friday has the value of 5. WE.DAT is the weekend datafile and WD.DAT is the weekday datafile
and. WD_WE_SEP.AWK is the AWK routine and PLANT.DAT is the entire simulated and
measured datafile.
SAS Plot Processing Routines
Several Statistical Analysis Software SAS (SAS 1989) source code routines are described
in this section and included in Appendix D. They include source codes for three-dimensional
plots (DAYCARE3D) (A), 52-week box-whisker-mean plots (DAYCAREBOX) (B),
temperature bin box-whisker-mean plots (WDBIN (C), WEBIN (D)), and 24-hour weather
daytype plots (scatter plots and box-whisker-mean plots HRWDBIN (E), HRWEBIN (F),
HRWDBOX (G), HRWEBOX (H), HRWDOBIN (I), HRWDUBIN (J), HRWDOBOX (K),
HRWDUBOX (L)). A graphical example of each of these plots and how each was applied to the
calibration procedure are detailed in Bou-Saada (1994).
The DAYCARE3D SAS (A) routine plots two three-dimensional graphs, one of the
measured data and one of the DOE-2 simulated data. These plots are similar to the 52-week box-
whisker-mean plots produced by DAYCAREBOX (B). DAYCAREBOX plots the data in a
weekly binned format with the measured mean superimposed onto the simulated graph for
comparison. WDBIN (C) and WEBIN (D), respectively, plot the weekday and weekend data in a
temperature bin format with the top two graphs being scatter plots of the measured and simulated
data and the bottom two graphs being the measured and simulated temperature bin box-whisker-
mean plots. HRWDBIN (E) and HRWEBIN (F) plot the weather dependent data in a 24 hour
scatter plot format with the top row of graphs being the measured data and the bottom row of
graphs being the simulated data. The routine sorts the data into weather dependent graphs with
the two graphs on the left being data below 45° F for the heating season, the two graphs in the
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middle being the data between 45° F and 75° F for the intermediate season, and the two graphs
on the right being the data above 75° F for the cooling season.
HRWDBOX (G) and HRWEBOX (H) show the weekday and weekend data in a 24 hour
binned format with the top row of graphs being the measured data and the bottom row of graphs
being the simulated data. The routine sorts the data into weather dependent graphs with the two
graphs on the left being data below 45° F for the heating season, the two graphs in the middle
being the data between 45° F and 75° F for the intermediate season, and the two graphs on the
right being the data above 75° F for the cooling season. All the SAS routines are run as follows:
The remaining routines HRWDOBIN (I), HRWDUBIN (J), HRWDOBOX (K), and
HRWDUBOX (L) plot the same data. The difference is that they separate the data into occupied
and unoccupied plots with HRWDOBIN (I) graphing the occupied box-whisker-mean plots,
HRWDUBIN (J) graphing the unoccupied box-whisker-mean plots, HRWDOBOX (K) graphing
the occupied scatter plots, and HRWDUBOX (L) graphing the unoccupied scatter plots.
To use the SAS routines, an input file must be created according to the input format
included in the SAS code (site, month, day, year, Julian date, decimal date, hour, measured data,
temperature data, simulated data). On the command line using the UNIX operating system, type
in lower case letters:
sas filename
where the filename refers to any of the SAS routines described in this section.
Solar Processing Routine
The routine shown in Appendix E is the source code for the solar conversion used to
convert solar radiation data collected at an 18° south facing tilt to global horizontal solar
radiation.
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Channel Tables
The final section of this report in Appendix F includes the channel table used in the
Forrestal building (site 906). The whole-building electricity energy was measured on three legs
(channels 8, 9, and 10) in the Forrestal building's A vault and is included here for reference.
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APPENDIX A DATA PROCESSING ROUTINES
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Figure A1: Example of raw output file from PC208 communication.
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Figure A2: Example of datafile before ARCHIVE.
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Figure A3: Forrestal CDC ARCHIVE channel table.
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Figure A4: *.ACS datafile from ARCHIVE.
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Figure A5: SUMMARY.DAT datafile.
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Figure A6: *WEEK.DAT datafile.
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PLOTCDC.BAT
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
rem WHEN CHANGING FROM STANDARD TIME TO DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME OR
rem VICE VERSA:
rem IN APRIL:
rem Make appropriate manual adjustments to the 200 hour on Sunday (rename
rem 200 to 300, 300 to 400 etc. until the end of the raw file).
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rem After the changes, treat the file as if it is still standard time in
rem April for that week only.
rem Next week, use daylight savings routine.
rem IN OCTOBER:
rem Begin .raw file from 2300 and end with 2200. In .raw file,
rem cut all hours from Sunday @ 200 to the end of the file and paste
rem onto the 100 hour above. Run as if still in daylight savings time
rem for that week only. Next week, use standard time routine.
rem During standard time, begin the raw file with 0 and end with 2300.
rem During daylight savings time, begin raw file with 2300 and end with 2200.
rem USE THIS FILE DURING DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME
rem Using Archive to put into Loanstar format
rem Checking for missing data
rem Checking for duplicate records
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Figure B1: PLOTCDC.BAT master batch file.
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FOR_EST.BAT
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
echo using gawk with the raw data . .
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Figure B2: FOR_EST.BAT Forrestal CDC Eastern Standard Time data processing batch
file.
echo converting Celsius to Fahrenheit
echo leaving Forrestal processing
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FOR_EDT.BAT
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
echo Using gawk on the raw data . . .
rem Removing the commas from the raw file
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Figure B2: FOR_EDT.BAT Forrestal CDC Eastern Daylight Time data processing batch
file.
rem Preparing the data for Archive
echo converting Celsius to Fahrenheit
echo converting to daylight savings time
echo converting 2400 hours to 0 hours
echo leaving Forrestal processing
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*GRAPH.BAT
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
echo Processing data for Forrestal CDC Campbell datalogger
rem Updates the batch file with the new week
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rem Copies the Grapher source files to .GRF files for use by Grapher
rem Changing the date on each graph
echo Generating plot files
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1 This positions the graphs on one page
rem doing summary plot page . . .
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echo Creating Postscript file #1
rem Plotting the files
echo Cleaning...
Figure B3: *GRAPH.BAT graphing batch file.
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907CHGRF..BAT
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
Figure B4: Weekly time-series time stamp update batch file.
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RAW-DAT1.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
Figure C1: RAW-DAT1.AWK to remove commas from .RAW file.
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RAW-DAT2.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
# converting day of year to month
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# converting day of year to day of month
Figure C2: RAW-DAT2.AWK Forrestal CDC date calculation.
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TEMPCONV.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed, by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
Figure C3: TEMPCONV.AWK to convert temperature from Celsius to Fahrenheit.
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DAYLIGHT.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
Figure Ca: DAYLIGHT.AWK
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2300.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
Figure Cb: 2300.AWK
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DAYCORR.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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Figure Cc: DAYCORR.AWK
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CHK_DUP.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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Figure C4: CHK_DUP.AWK to check for duplicate records.
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907SUM.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
Figure C5: 907SUM.AWK to organize columns for plotting.
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907DATE.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
Figure C6: 907DATE.AWK to calculate date string.
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907CHGRF.AWK
General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
Figure C7: 907CHGRF.AWK writes datestring into GRAPHER source file.
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Figure D1: Plot of each logger channel.
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Figure D2: (a) USDOE Summary plot.
Figure D2: (b) Summary plot.
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Figure El (a) Forrestal CDC parameter set.
Figure El (b) Germantown CDC parameter set.
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FORRESTAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
GERMANTOWN MONITORING DIAGRAM
Figure E2: CDC monitoring diagrams.
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APPENDIX B CALIBRATED DOE-2 INPUT FILE
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APPENDIX C PROCESSING AND MERGING ROUTINES
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
1: MERGE.BAT Main Processing Batch File.
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
2: PVSUM.AWK Used to Create SUMMARY.DAT
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
3: WD_WE_SEP.AWK
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APPENDIX D SAS SOURCE CODES
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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A: DAYCARE3D.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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B: 52-Week Source Code DAYCAREBOX.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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C: Weekday Temperature Bin Source Code WDBIN.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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D: Weekend Temperature Bin Source Code WEBIN.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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p.75
E: WD 24-Hour Daytype Box-whisker-mean Plot Source Code HRWDBIN.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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F: WE 24-Hour Daytype Box-whisker-mean Plot Source Code HRWEBIN.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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G: Weekday 24-Hour Daytype Scatter Box Plot Source Code HRWDBOX.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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H: Weekend 24-Hour Daytype Scatter Plot Source Code HRWEBOX.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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I: WD 24-Hour Occupied Daytype Box-whisker-mean Plot Source Code HRWDOBIN.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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J: WD 24-Hour Unoccupied Daytype Box-whisker-mean Plot Source Code
HRWDUBIN.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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K: Weekday 24-Hour Occupied Daytype Scatter Box Plot Source Code HRWDOBOX.SAS
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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L: Weekday 24-Hour Unoccupied Daytype Scatter Box Plot Source Code
HRWDUBOX.SAS
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Appendix E SOLAR CONVERSION ROUTINE
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General Disclaimer
This program bears a copyright notice to prevent rights from being claimed by
any other party. The Texas Engineering Experiment Station intends that this
program be placed in the public domain and grants permission for its
unrestricted use and distribution, provided that:
1) the source code, when provided, is distributed without changes,
2) this copyright notice is retained in all copies of the source code, and
3) the program is distributed free of charge, and is not sold without written
approval from the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES).
The program is distributed "as is". TEES DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
OR ERROR-FREE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No support service will
be provided unless special arrangements have been made to do so. Certain
manufacturers and trade names are mentioned in this code for the purpose of
describing their communications protocol. Such reference does not constitute
an endorsement or recommendation of such equipment, but is provided for
informational purposes only.
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p. 100
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APPENDIX F FORRESTAL BUILDING CHANNEL TABLES
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Logger #906 Synergistic C-180 Channel Table.
